LIST OF CHANGES – REVISION 2, JANUARY 2020

2009 ILLINOIS SUPPLEMENT TO THE NATIONAL MANUAL ON UNIFORM TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES

- Deleted Section 2B.I45 to eliminate guidance regarding signs designating CLASS II and CLASS III truck routes. Public Act 101-0328, effective January 1, 2020, eliminates the need for installation of these signs as there will no longer be defined Class II or III truck routes in Illinois statutes. Deleted associated signs from the sign illustration section and from the listing of commonly used Illinois standard signs.

- Removed the R2-I110 CELL PHONE USE PROHIBITED sign from the sign illustration section and from the listing of commonly used Illinois standard signs. It is not necessary to install this sign since Illinois statutes prohibit or restrict cell phone usage on all roadways.

- Corrected sign illustration for R7-I101p to show $250 fine.